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roperty damage caused by subsidence, flooding, mine shafts or
ground cavities costs in excess of
E l billion each year. In addition, home
buyers need to know whether their
families could be in danger from natural
or man made hazards such as radon or
land-fill gases.
The BGS has developed a computergenerated automatic report service for
home buyers. The service, known as
ALGI (Address-Linked Geological
Inventory), has just been launched for
the Bristol area and will cover London,
within the M25, by August 1997. In
Scotland, plans are underway to cover
Glasgow with an ALGI service within
the next few months.
The prototype area of Bristol was
chosen following the Land Registry's
decision to use Bristol as the pilot study
for their National Land Information
Service (NLIS). The NLIS system will
provide conveyancers with direct online access to a number of data providers
such as Bristol City Council, Ordnance
Survey, the Valuation Office and the
Land Registry (who also maintain the
'hub' of the system). The BGS will be
an important data provider with regard

affect ground stability.
The BGS have now c m p l e t d the digitimion and attribution of the 1:10000
scale geological maps covering Bristol,
and a large number of other layers of
data, such as radon potential, abmdoned
mine workings, shaft locatlms, and
mas susceptible to flooding, have b
incorporated in A m . A local company,
Bristol Codmining Archives La,have
provided some layers of mining information,and have assisted in iny,&g
the accuracy of mine shaft locations.

"...the BGS has developed a

cmpactcnc-geneW automa&
report service for lwme buyers ..?
When the repxi is g e n e d , the
p
r
o
m is located using Ordnance
Survey's Address-Point pmdwt which
provides a $eddgrid reference en the
centre of every one of the 26 @on
pperty addresses in the U.K.

The report fsr conveyancers has been
camfully kilored to suit the market,
following a namk of meetings with
conveyancing s~licitors.The aext has
been ma& easy for the layman to ntl8erstand, and will provide a checklist of

c m t e 'blight', as in n o s t cases the
ground conditio~lswill have been taken
into account aha& when pldesigning and cmtructing the pqmty.

"...it is hoped tihatAU;I reports
will become a startdardfemre
of property coraveyancing

..."

The ALGI Homebuyers Report has been
priced at £2O+VAT, which puts it in line
with many other comparablesearches.It is
hoped that ALGI repom will become a
standard feature of property conveyancing.
Initially, ALGI reports will be generated
at the BGS Headquarters at Keyworth,
Nottingham, and can be either faxed or
posted to the customer within one
working day. Later however, with the
NLIS system in operation, customrs
should be able to receive a digital copy
of the report instantly.
Expansion of ALGI will depend on the
level of interest in the service, but it is
hoped that the main urban areas can be
quickly covered at the 1:10000 scale,
and the rural and semi-rural parts of
England and Wales covered at the
1:50000 scale.

